According to the great medical dictionary , the definition of occupational diseases : A legal term
denoting
diseases mentioned in the list of occupational diseases that arise adverse effects
chemical, physical , biological or other harmful effects , acute poisoning , if
formed under the conditions specified in the list. They are listed in Government Regulation No.
290/1995 Coll .
Occupational diseases not only this brief definition , but it is very interesting and socially
important branch of medicine , which is very extensive and far-reaching significance for
company . Especially for manufacturing , mining and healthcare where the disease
Occupational most. Occupational diseases as part of the field of occupational medicine had
enormous impact on improving the quality of life of workers and the workplace and beyond. A
generally
the environment around us. This is a field with a rich history spanning several , which is
currently unjustly neglected in comparison with other clinical disciplines in particular .
Occupational medicine have mainly aims at preventing a potential indemnification and legal
implications
the employer and the employees themselves.
Emergence of occupational medicine as a specialized medical field is placed in the year 1700,
when Bernardo Ramazzini issued Pavia in the Italian treatise on diseases of artisans . manufacturing
technology then did not provide many options to prevent injury from work , so
At first branch dealing in particular with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases caused by work.
The development was directed towards prevention , ie prevention of ill health from work and adapt
work ability of workers . The first country in the world , which began with indemnification disease
occupational Switzerland was not already in the second half of the 18th century , the beginning of
the 20th century
followed by Great Britain and France . Czechoslovakia acceded to the social
Security for occupational disease only Act No. 99/1932 in 1932.
Theme diploma " work illnesses reported in the Czech Republic in 2005, " I
I chose to extend their existing knowledge in this field appealing to me . especially me

interested in linking medicine with other non-medical field and what it might present
medical science to do.
Since the topic itself is so vast I was forced to choose only a portion of
extensive topic. The first part focused on the legal issues of occupational diseases
both the employer and employee. In the second part I described and analyzed the data
of reported occupational diseases in 2005. I wanted to confirm the thesis of a possible fall
reported occupational diseases in particular as a result of heavy industry and rigorous
adherence to preventive measures at the workplace

